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ABSTRACT: The first-row transition-metal-catalyzed asymmetric C-
(sp3)−C cross-coupling represents a powerful approach in the expedient
synthesis of enantioenriched molecules. Recently, a series of chiral
copper catalysts have been designed to promote a variety of asymmetric
radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling reactions with high efficiency and
enantioselectivity. The key to success is the design of chiral ligands to
initiate the reaction and achieve enantiocontrol over the highly reactive
prochiral alkyl radical species. This Perspective will discuss the impressive advances and provide an outlook on the direction of
further development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transition-metal-catalyzed C−C cross-coupling reactions have
revolutionized the way chemists constructed complex mole-
cules and found great application in all aspects of chemistry.1−5

In particular, the asymmetric C(sp3)−C cross-coupling of
racemic alkyl electrophiles will further expand its synthetic
utility in the synthesis of three-dimensional enantioenriched
molecules. In this scenario, the earth-abundant first-row
transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) engage more easily in
a single-electron-transfer (SET) process due to their high-spin
electronic configurations.6 Therefore, these transition metals
can convert racemic alkyl electrophiles to the same prochiral
radical intermediate, thus providing a suitable mechanism for
their enantioconvergent transformation.7−9 In this context, Fu
and others have pioneered this field by using chiral nickel
catalysis for the achievement of a range of asymmetric radical
C(sp3)−C cross-couplings of racemic alkyl halides with
organometallic reagents dating from 2005.7−10 To demonstrate
the feasibility of other first-row transition metals in such
transformations, Zhong, Bian, and Nakamura have designed
chiral cobalt11,12 and iron13,14 catalysts to accomplish the
asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling, respectively.
Since copper is a good redox catalyst and the CuII species

can react efficiently with the alkyl radical, it should be a
potential first-row transition-metal catalyst for the achievement
of asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling.15−17 As such,
it has been utilized in the past several years in the asymmetric
radical oxidative cross-coupling of C(sp3)−H bonds through a
hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA) and the subsequent
interaction of CuIINu with the prochiral alkyl radical
species.18,19 However, it has been less applied to the
asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling of racemic alkyl

electrophiles due to its relatively low reducing capability at the
ground state of the copper catalyst to initiate the reaction via
an SET process with alkyl electrophiles.15,20 Only until very
recently has the copper-catalyzed asymmetric radical C(sp3)−
C cross-coupling of racemic alkyl electrophiles been described
with the development of new chiral anionic ligands. The
purpose of this Perspective is to conceptually summarize the
copper-catalyzed asymmetric radical oxidative C(sp3)−C
cross-coupling of C(sp3)−H bonds and move further to the
coupling of racemic alkyl electrophiles with an emphasis on
endeavors to initiate the latter process (Scheme 1). In this
Perspective, we will discuss the reaction initiation, the scope of
coupling partners, and specifically the chiral ligand design.
Finally, we will discuss the existing challenges and prospects in
order to encourage more efforts in this emerging field.

2. ASYMMETRIC RADICAL OXIDATIVE
CROSS-COUPLING

The straightforward copper-catalyzed asymmetric C(sp3)−H
functionalization to forge chiral C(sp3)−C bonds via a
hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA) strategy is one of the
most promising approaches due to the high atom and step
economy.21 Although cross dehydrogenative coupling (CDC)
was developed by Li and others early in 2004, an ionic pathway
is generally proposed for the enantiodetermining step.22 In
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comparison, the direct enantiocontrol over the prochiral alkyl
radical to achieve asymmetric C(sp3)−C cross-coupling has
been less developed, possibly due to the lack of a suitable chiral
copper catalyst to trap the highly reactive radical. Only until
2016 did Liu and Stahl make a significant breakthrough in this
area by using a CuI/chiral bisoxazoline catalyst to realize the
asymmetric cyanation of benzylic C(sp3)−H bonds via the
first-coined copper-catalyzed radical relay process.23 The
reaction is initiated by the SET process between L*CuI and
the oxidant NFSI, affording L*CuIIF and a highly reactive
bisulfonimidyl radical (Scheme 2). The L*CuIIF complex
undergoes a transmetalation process with TMSCN to afford
the L*CuIICN complex, and the bisulfonimidyl radical
undergoes an HAA process with C(sp3)−H to produce a
benzylic radical, which is trapped by L*CuIICN to form a CuIII

intermediate. The reductive elimination of this CuIII complex
affords the desired coupling product and releases L*CuI for the
next catalytic cycle. DFT calculations demonstrate that the
trapping of the benzylic radical by L*CuIICN is reversible and
the enantioselectivity is determined by the reductive
elimination step. In addition to the excellent enantioselectivity,
interestingly, the reaction also exhibited excellent site
selectivity on the activation of benzylic C−H bonds. A
subsequent investigation of the asymmetric allylic C(sp3)−H
cyanation revealed that an unprecedented Cu(II)-bonded N-

centered radical is involved as a key intermediate to abstract
C(sp3)−H bonds precisely, leading to an excellent site- and
enantioselective allylic C−H cyanation.24 In addition, they
have achieved the asymmetric C(sp3)−H arylation25 and
alkynylation,26 extending the scope of nucleophiles to aryl
boronic acid and silylated alkyne. Inspired by this success,
Nagib,27,28 Zhu,29 Liu,30 Wang,31,32 and Yu33 have reported a
remote intramolecular asymmetric radical C(sp3)−H function-
alization under a similar copper/chiral bisoxazoline catalysis.
Generally, these intramolecular strategies depend on the design
of a substrate with a preinstalled oxidative radical precursor,
which is reduced by L*CuI to generate the highly reactive N-/
O-centered radical and further triggers an intramolecular HAA
process, providing a prochiral alkyl radical species for the
enantiocontrol. These remarkable advances showcase the
powerful application of chiral bisoxazoline in the oxidative
radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling of C(sp3)−H bonds.
Despite the well-established oxidative asymmetric radical

cross-coupling of C(sp3)−H bonds, the CuI/chiral bisoxazo-
line catalyst has rarely been used in the cross-coupling of
racemic alkyl electrophiles due to the weak reducing capability
of such a copper catalyst at the ground state. To solve this
problem, Liu34 and Xiao35,36 have merged a photocatalyst with
the copper catalyst and developed the asymmetric radical
cross-coupling of benzyl and propargyl electrophiles with

Scheme 1. General Strategy for Copper-Catalyzed Asymmetric Radical C(sp3)−C Cross-Coupling Reactions

Scheme 2. Asymmetric Radical Oxidative C(sp3)−C Cross-Coupling via the HAA Strategy
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TMSCN, respectively (Scheme 3). The excited state of the
photocatalyst is used to reduce the racemic alkyl electrophiles
via a SET process to initiate the reaction. The SET process
between the oxidized state of the photocatalyst and L*CuICN
is the key to enclose the two catalytic cycles.

3. CHIRAL ANIONIC LIGAND ENABLED ASYMMETRIC
RADICAL CROSS-COUPLING OF RACEMIC ALKYL
ELECTROPHILES

Although Liu and Xiao realized the enantioconvergent radical
C(sp3)−C cross-coupling with chiral copper/bisoxazoline
catalysts, the weak reducing capability of this catalyst at the
ground state prompted them to use an extra photocatalyst to
facilitate the reaction initiation.34−36 The merger of photo-
redox with copper catalysis might complicate the reaction
optimization process and raise compatibility issues in the
further development of C(sp3)−C cross-coupling reactions
with more racemic alkyl electrophiles. Theoretically, there

exists a solution for the enantioconvergent transformation of
alkyl electrophiles with copper as the sole catalyst at the
ground state via a rational design of chiral ligands. In this
scenario, the ligand design must meet two criteria: (1) it
should be an electron-rich chiral ligand (more electron rich
than bisoxazoline) that could greatly enhance the reducing
capability of the copper catalyst to initiate the reaction via the
SET process between the copper catalyst and alkyl electro-
philes at the ground state; (2) the chiral ligand must
coordinate tightly with copper and provide a suitable chiral
environment for the enantiocontrol over the highly reactive
prochiral alkyl radical species.
As part of our continuous interest in designing chiral anionic

ligands to realize copper-catalyzed asymmetric radical reac-
tions,37−40 we have designed a chiral cinchona alkaloid derived
anionic N,N-ligand that could not only enhance the reducing
capability of the copper catalyst but also achieve enantiocon-
trol over the prochiral alkyl radical species.40 On the basis of
this concept, we worked toward the development of the

Scheme 3. Asymmetric Radical Cyanation by Merging Photocatalysis and Copper Catalysis

Scheme 4. Ligand-Enabled Asymmetric Radical C(sp3)−C(sp) Cross-Coupling of Racemic Alkyl Halides with Alkynes
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asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C(sp) cross-coupling of readily
available racemic alkyl halides with terminal alkynes, which is
very important in the synthesis of chiral alkynes and other
building blocks. However, the anionic N,N-ligand40 proved to
be ineffective in initiating this reaction and only the Glaser
homocoupling of terminal alkyne was observed. As such, we
speculated that a more electron donating multidentate chiral
ligand should be designed to further enhance the reducing
capability of the copper catalyst at the ground state as well as
suppress the easily occurring Glaser homocoupling. As such,
we switched our attention to Dixon’s cinchona alkaloid based
tridentate ligand, which possesses an electron-rich phosphine
coordination site and is easily accessible just by coupling the
cinchona alkaloid derived amine and the corresponding
carboxylic acid.41 Thus, we have designed a chiral cinchona
alkaloid derived anionic multidentate N,N,P-ligand to realize
the asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C(sp) cross-coupling of
racemic alkyl halides with terminal alkynes with high efficiency
and enantioselectivity (Scheme 4).42

This anionic multidentate N,N,P-ligand L2 meets all the
criteria for the enantioconvergent C(sp3)−C cross-coupling of
alkyl electrophiles. A subsequent cyclic voltammogram (CV)
study showed a quasi-reversible couple at −0.1 V for the L*CuI

complex, suggesting that the reducing capability of L*CuI is
stronger than that of the CuI catalyst itself (+0.6 V).43 More
significantly, it could also coordinate with copper tightly to
suppress the easily occurring Glaser homocoupling.44 This
reaction exhibits a remarkably wide scope (more than 120
examples) covering diverse racemic alkyl halides, such as
benzyl, allyl, and propargyl halides, α-bromo amides, and α-
bromo nitrile as well as (hetero)aryl, alkyl, alkenyl, and silyl
alkynes. Even the industrially relevant acetylene and propyne
are successfully incorporated, laying the foundation for
industrial applications. The reaction possibly proceeds via the
following pathway: in the presence of base, CuI, L*, and alkyne
form the complex L*CuINu. The multidentate ligand could

greatly enhance the reducing capability of the copper catalyst,
and therefore the complex L*CuINu easily undergoes a SET
process with the racemic alkyl halides to afford a prochiral alkyl
radical species and a L*CuIINu complex. The subsequent
coupling of L*CuIINu with the prochiral alkyl radical species
delivers the desired coupling product and releases the L*CuI

catalyst for the next catalytic cycle. For the C(sp3)−C bond
formation, an inner-sphere CuIII complex or an outer-sphere
radical substitution are both possible (Scheme 1).
We further demonstrated the design of the anionic chiral

multidentate N,N,P-ligand in the enantiocontrol over the
prochiral alkyl radical through the asymmetric radical C(sp3)−
C(sp) cross-coupling of diverse radical precursors with alkynes.
As such, we have realized the decarboxylative C(sp3)−C(sp)
cross-coupling reactions of racemic carboxylic N-
hydroxyphthalimide(NHP)-type esters with terminal alkynes
using the copper/chiral anionic ligand catalyst as a dual photo
and coupling catalyst.45 Intriguingly, this strategy exhibits
unique features in terms of electrophiles that are challenging or
even inapplicable in our previous coupling of alkyl halides,
rendering it a valuable alternative to the previous approach
(Scheme 5, top).42 Meanwhile, we have also discovered an
oxidative C(sp3)−C(sp) cross-coupling of C(sp3)−H bonds
with terminal alkynes via an intramolecular HAA process under
the same chiral copper catalysis (Scheme 5, top).46

Radicals generally have a high propensity to react with
alkenes because the singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO) of most radical species could efficiently interact
with the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of alkenes.47

This feature renders the radical alkene difunctionalization a
promising strategy in the synthesis of complex molecules from
an alkene feedstock.48 In this scenario, we have successfully
merged the radical-initiated alkene functionalization with the
cross-coupling step to achieve a three-component asymmetric
radical 1,2-carboalkynylation of alkenes from alkyl halides and

Scheme 5. Ligand-Enabled Asymmetric Radical C(sp3)−C(sp) Coupling of Diverse Radical Precursors with Alkynes
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alkynes under the copper/chiral N,N,P-ligand catalysis
(Scheme 5, top).43 Mechanistically, the generated alkyl radical
prefers to react with alkenes instead of L*CuIINu, which is
crucial for the success of the reaction. This strategy may find
potential application, since the 1,2-difunctionalization of
alkenes is a powerful tool for the synthesis of complex
molecules from easily available feedstocks with a step
economy. In contrast to the sp2-hybridized alkyl radical, the
sp-hybridized allenyl radical features a unique elongated linear
configuration with two flanking substituents far away from the
radical reaction sites. Thus, the enantiocontrol over such a
radical is difficult and has been less developed. To this end, we
have achieved the asymmetric radical 1,4-carboalkynylation of
1,3-enynes to afford tetrasubstituted chiral allenes with a
similar catalysts, demonstrating the powerfulness of the chiral
copper catalyst in the enantiocontrol over the prochiral allenyl
radical (Scheme 5, bottom).49,50 The reaction features a broad
substrate scope, covering a variety of (hetero)aryl and alkyl

alkynes, and 1,3-enynes, as well as radical precursors, with
excellent functional group tolerance.
The success of the anionic chiral multidentate N,N,P-ligand

in enabling the enantioconvergent radical C(sp3)−C(sp) cross-
coupling encouraged us to develop more C(sp3)−C coupling
of racemic alkyl electrophiles by expanding the scope of
nucleophiles. We switched our attention to the easily available
aryl boronate esters. However, the reported copper-catalyzed
racemic C(sp3)−C coupling of alkyl halides with organo-
boronate esters proceeds via promiscuous mechanisms: a
stereoablative radical process or a stereospecific SN2-type
pathway with different stereochemical outcomes.51−53 As such,
due to the electron-donating feature of the anionic chiral
N,N,P-ligand, it is able to significantly enhance the reducing
capability of the copper catalyst and tune the reaction toward a
radical process, thus making it possible to achieve the
enantioconvergent transformation. After systematically mod-
ifying the ligand structure, we have achieved the asymmetric

Scheme 6. Ligand-Enabled Asymmetric Suzuki-Miyaura Radical C(sp3)−C(sp2) Coupling

Scheme 7. Ligand-Enabled Asymmetric Radical C(sp3)−C(sp2) Coupling with Azoles
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radical Suzuki−Miyaura C(sp3)−C(sp2) cross-coupling of
racemic alkyl halides with aryl boronate esters (Scheme 6).54

More than 50 examples have been shown with up to 80% yield
and 97% ee, demonstrating the generality of the reaction. The
choice of the methylated acenaphthoquinone-derived boronate
(B(mac)) esters and addition of H2O are crucial to the success,
possibly due to the enhancement of a transmetalation process.
Both (hetero)benzyl and propargyl bromides and chlorides are
applicable to the reaction, delivering enantioenriched 1,1-
diarylalkanes, alkynes, and other chiral building blocks via a
straightforward manipulation (Scheme 6). Mechanistically, a
CuIII complex or an outer-sphere radical substitution are both
possible in the C(sp3)−C bond formation step (Scheme 1).
Although the scope of aryl boronate esters is broad, the
heteroaryl boronate esters provide a lower yield and ee.
The shortcoming of the Suzuki−Miyaura reaction in

constructing the chiral heteroarenes forced us to look for
more heteroarene-type nucleophiles, since this class of
products has a common structural motif with many bioactive
molecules and natural products. We then focused on the direct
use of many azoles via their C−H functionalization, which
represents a high atom and step economy. However, the use of
a base at elevated temperature is generally inevitable in the
racemic coupling of alkyl electrophiles with azole C(sp2)−H
bonds,55 which makes the asymmetric transformation challeng-
ing due to the easily occurring racemization of an α proton of
the formed chiral alkylated azoles. To this end, we identified
that the newly designed anionic chiral N,N,P-ligand could
significantly reduce the reaction temperature of the coupling
reaction by accelerating the oxidative addition step between
CuI and alkyl halides. Therefore, we have developed a mild
asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C(sp2) cross-coupling of racemic
alkyl bromides with azole C(sp2)−H bonds under such chiral
copper catalysis (Scheme 7).56 Although the alkyl electrophiles
are limited to benzyl bromides, the scope of azoles is quite
broad and provides a range of enantioenriched α-chiral
alkylated azoles, such as 1,3,4-oxadiazoles, oxazoles, and
benzo[d]oxazoles as well as 1,3,4-triazoles with up to 85%

yield and 95% ee. Similar to the Suzuki−Miyaura reaction, the
addition of H2O also enhances the reaction efficiency, possibly
due to the enhanced deprotonation of azoles and subsequent
formation of a C−Cu bond.
Following the concept of anionic chiral ligand design, Zhang

has recently demonstrated an asymmetric radical C(sp3)−
C(sp) coupling of α-bromoamides with alkynes under a
copper/chiral bisoxazoline diphenylanaline catalysis, delivering
β,γ-alkynyl amides with high enantioselectivity (Scheme 8,
top).57 This type of chiral ligand, containing a central anionic
nitrogen σ donor and two pendant lone-pair donors from
nitrogen atoms in oxazoline, was first reported by Nakada in
the chromium-catalyzed asymmetric Nozaki−Hiyama allyla-
tion-type reactions.58,59 The simple chiral bisoxazoline ligands
are not effective for the cross-coupling reaction, showcasing the
unique advantage of the chiral bisoxazoline-derived N,N,N-
ligands. Two possible pathways involving either an inner-
sphere CuIII complex or an outer-sphere bond formation are
proposed in the process. Despite the success, this copper/
chiral N,N,N-ligand catalyst is only applicable to the coupling
with the α-bromoamides, possibly due to the weaker reducing
capability. In order to apply the catalytic system to more alkyl
electrophiles, the same group has disclosed a copper-catalyzed
asymmetric alkylation of azoles with secondary (hetero)benzyl
bromides, wherein an visible light irradiation strategy is
employed to initiate the reaction (Scheme 8, up).60 In this
strategy, they disclosed the dual role of the copper catalyst as
both a photo and coupling catalyst, and thus no extra
photocatalyst is necessary, illustrating the robustness of such
a copper catalyst in the photoinduced C(sp3)−C coupling of
alkyl electrophiles. The success of bisoxazoline-derived N,N,N-
ligands in the enantiocontrol over the prochiral alkyl radical
species also inspired Zhang to develop the three-component
asymmetric radical 1,2-dicarbofunctionalization of alkenes.
Using their chiral copper catalyst, they have accomplished
several transformations, such as the 1,2-carboalkynyaltion and
1,2-carboazolation of alkenes (Scheme 8, below).61−63

Scheme 8. Chiral Bisoxazoline-Derived N,N,N-Ligands in Asymmetric Radical C(sp3)−C Cross-Coupling and Alkene 1,2-
Dicarbofunctionalization
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4. CONCLUSION AND PEPSPECTIVES

Great efforts have been made in developing the chiral copper
catalysis to accomplish asymmetric radical C(sp3)−C cross-
coupling, providing a powerful tool in the synthesis of
enantioenriched molecules in the past several years. Crucial
to the success is the interaction of the in situ generated
prochiral alkyl radical with L*CuIINu to achieve enantiocontrol
over the highly reactive radical species. In this Perspective, we
have summarized the recent development of neutral chiral
bisoxazoline ligands in the oxidative C(sp3)−C cross-coupling
of C(sp3)−H bonds and the designed anionic chiral ligands in
initiating the coupling of racemic alkyl electrophiles. It is
noteworthy that the copper/chiral anionic ligand catalyst
possesses a stronger reducing capability at the ground state and
offers a suitable radical pathway in the copper-catalyzed
enantioconvergent transformation of racemic alkyl electro-
philes.
Despite significant progress in this rapidly developing

research area, several challenges and opportunities remain in
this area. (1) For the radical precursors, the chiral C(sp3)−C
bond formation in copper-catalyzed radical reactions is still
confined to certain positions, such as benzyl, allyl, propargyl, α-
position of the carbonyl group, etc. More efforts are still
needed to realize stereocontrol over the common prochiral
alkyl radicals, such as the pure aliphatic radicals through the
rational design of chiral ligands. (2) In most cases, only
secondary alkyl electrophiles have been demonstrated and the
application of tertiary substrates to forge the quaternary carbon
centers has seldom been reported due to the steric crowded-
ness and the difficult enantiodifferentiation of three distinct
carbon substituents of the prochiral tertiary radicals.64−66 The
rational design of a chiral ligand possessing small substituents
on the coordinating site to allow the formation of a quaternary
carbon center might be a solution to this challenge.
With regard to the scope of nucleophiles, more efforts are

still needed to expand many other organometallic reagents,
such as organolithium67 and organomagnesium,11,13,68 as well
as the more promising organozinc,69 organozirconium,70,71 and
organosilicon reagents,72 given the functionality tolerance of
the latter reagents. Moreover, the C(sp3)−C(sp2) and
C(sp3)−C(sp3) cross-coupling with alkenyl and alkyl nucleo-
philes should also be addressed. The successful achievement of
these cross-coupling reactions will constitute a powerful toolkit
of copper catalysis in the assembly of enantioenriched
molecules.
Finally, the mechanism is still unclear in many enantio-

convergent C(sp3)−C cross-couplings of alkyl electrophiles,
even though high levels of stereoselectivity has been achieved.
A further in-depth mechanistic study by a combination of the
control experiments and DFT calculations is necessary to fully
understand the transformation and might open up new
avenues in the chiral ligand design for asymmetric radical
C(sp3)−C cross-coupling reactions. In addition, more
structural information on copper intermediates and the
stoichiometric transformations with these transient species
are also awaited to reveal the mechanism and stereocontrol
mode. Depending on the possible reductive elimination of the
CuIII complex and the outer-sphere radical substitution
pathway,37 the concept for ligand design might be different.
We believe that the concept introduced in this Perspective

will inspire the design of more novel chiral ligands to address
these challenges and realize more copper-catalyzed asymmetric

radical C(sp3)−C cross-coupling reactions. While the neutral
bisoxazoline ligands have played an important role in copper-
catalyzed oxidative C(sp3)−C cross-coupling, we have
confidence that anionic chiral multidentate ligands would be
more promising in the whole field on the basis of the following
facts. (1) The enrichment of coordinating atoms (N, O, P, S)
in the multidentate anionic ligands would easily tune the
reducing capability of the copper catalyst for the initiation of
reactions. (2) The abundance of privileged chiral skeletons
(such as diamine, amino alcohol, cinchona, amino acid, axial
skeleton, etc.) would provide more options in tuning the chiral
environment of the copper catalyst. (3) The unique anionic
moiety (amide, sulfonamide, amine, etc.) of these types of
ligands could coordinate tightly with the copper center,
forming a stable L*Cu complex. Furthermore, this different
anionic moiety may be beneficial to both the tuning of the
reducing capability of copper and the chiral environment.
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